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Pail in a well,
Pull, Penny, pull.
Pull, pull, pull...

A bunny!
Pail in a well,
Pull, Benny, pull.
Pull, pull, pull...

A bilby!
Pail in a well, 
Pull, Penny, pull. 
Pull, pull, pull...

A baboon!
Pail in a well,
Pull, Benny, pull.
Pull, pull, pull...

A boar!
Pail in a well,
Pull, Penny, pull.
Pull, pull, pull...

A piranha!
Pail in a well,
Pull, Benny, pull.
Pull, pull, pull...

A bull!
Pail in a well,  
Pull, Penny, pull.  
Pull, pull, pull...

A boa!
Pail in a well,
Pull, Benny, pull.
Pull, pull, pull...

A puma!
Pail in a well,
Pull, Penny, pull.
Pull, pull, pull...

A polar bear!
Pail in a well,
Pull, Benny, pull.
Pull, pull, pull...

A brown bear!
Benny piled up...

a bilby,
a boar,
a bull,
a puma,
and a brown bear!
Penny piled up...

a bunny,
a baboon,
a pirahna,
a boa,
and a polar bear!
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